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 The one thing that strikes you when you meet Eva 

is her vivaciousness. She’s petite, bubbly and her passion 

about healthy eating is intoxicating. “People really don’t 

believe that what they eat and how they live their lives 

makes an impact on their health. Unfortunately the reality 

is that people are still wanting to lose weight for physical 

appearances; if you tell a smoker to stop smoking because 

they will get wrinkles they are more likely to do so than if 

you tell them they’ll get lung cancer.”

 Eva’s not one to mince her words. She’s a walking 

‘cruel to be kind’ medical doctor and has instigated many a 

tearful meltdown on Operation Transformation’s weightloss 

candidates. “I find that sometimes in Ireland people are like 

“oh it’s grand, it’s grand” (about their weight) NO! It’s NOT 

grand!!.” Eva continues, “How can you improve that way?! 

Constructive criticism is what people need and I appreciate 

when people say things straight because it’s always easier to 

say the nice things but you can’t be in denial!”

Since 2008 when Operation Transformation first aired 

Eva has catapulted herself into the media spotlight. She 

first got her break into the media back in 2001 when she 

founded the Orsmond Clinics (originally Shape-Up weight 

Management); There was an obesity epidemic and as far as 

she is aware she was the only GP who was solely dealing 

in this area. She was approached by various programmes 

such as Corrigan Knows Food, The Big Bite, The Late Late 

Show and in turn these appearances made her the obvious 

candidate for Operation Transformation.

It is said that anyone who wants to be successful in life 

should be able to sell. Eva certainly can; she is her own best 

brand, especially through Orsmond clinics. “Unfortunately 

there are an awful lot of gimmicky diets out there as well as 

good ones. I would just like people to be aware that there 

will always be capsules said to speed up the metabolic rate 

and do this and that… People still seem to want to believe 

these things.”

“I’m not unique. The Orsmond Clinics don’t have 

anything magical to offer but we’ve got that professional 

approach with that individual attention. Our speciality 

are people who have battled for years to lose weight 

or overweight children with Type 2 Diabetes. We have 

specifically very low calorie diet plans for people who need 

to have a lower content of carbohydrate in their diet.”

When she first arrived in Ireland, she was shocked to 

see how some nurses and doctors were in worse health 

than those they were treating. “It’s very difficult to expect 

change in the rest of the population 

if you are overweight or you have an 

unhealthy lifestyle yourself” 

and this inspired her particular interest 

in obesity. 

“What people don’t realise is that 

obesity is a disease and it’s effecting 

your health and it’s the reason in most 

cases for high blood pressure and high 

cholesterol but people just think ‘my 

doctor will give me medication’. It’s 

terrible because if you look at it from an 

economical point of view the amount 

of money we are spending in Ireland for 

drugs that are not needed is worrying. 

The public health initiative seems to 

work in every other area; drink driving, 

stopping smoking but obesity is still a 

very difficult area to make a difference in.”

Eva was never an obese person but 

with her first pregnancy (she has two 

children, 11 & 13 yrs) she says she put 

on enough weight for her gynacologist 

to give out to her. “I was completely 

eating for two, it was a brilliant excuse…

but then obviously I had to lose it,” she 

resolves looking slightly dissappointed. 

Eva reveals her perspective on the 

modern day businesswoman’s attitude 

to cooking: “I think it has almost become 

the fashion to say ‘oh I don’t know how 

to cook’. It’s almost like if you know how 

to cook and you’re good in the kitchen, 

you’re not a feminist, you’re serving 

men. It’s seen negatively.” 

Next on the agenda for Eva is 

further expansion of the Orsmond Clinic, 

she recently opened a clinic in Galway. 

“I don’t want to get over confident 

because I don’t think anybody can be 

100% sure but we’re getting busier by 

the day. We did reduce our prices in 

the same way property is going down 

and there are no increases in salary. 

Some people will always find that 

private services are expensive but really 

compared to what is on the market 

we’re not. If you miss an appointment 

we’ll call you and see where you are,  

unlike in a hospital where they just think 

‘great one less person to see’.” 

Getting stuck in to her work is 

a trait of Eva’s. Despite her hectic 

schedule, she manages to visit each of 

her clinics around the country and see 

all the patients. “Out of the 12 week 

programme patients see me every 3rd 

visit in each clinic. They are always under 

my care at the end of the day but they 

don’t need to see me every minute, my 

staff have been working with me long 

enough to know what to do. Certainly if 

they aren’t losing weight I’ll step in but 

we can’t do the diet for them, we can 

only give advice.”

Eva admits that what she really 

aspires to is having her own television 

cooking programme. For this Finnish 

lady, the word ‘obstacle’ is a foreign 

term that doesn’t translate. “I’ve no 

official training as a chef, my cooking is 

all coming from the fact that I’m a very 

busy mother and a doctor and I want to 

do healthy food quickly and if I can do it 

anybody can! You never know what life 

will bring.” For Eva, you certainly don’t 

but there’s no doubt she’ll ensure it’s a 

lot of fun and she’ll be passionate to 

the core about it.
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“There’s a 25 stone girl living inside 
me who wants to get out but  
I just try to keep her in!!” laughs 
Dr. Eva Orsmond of The Orsmond 
Clinics and one of RTE’s ‘Operation 
Transformation’ expert panellists.
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“People really don’t 
believe that what they 
eat and how they live 
their lives makes an 

impact on their health. 
Unfortunately the reality 

is that people are 
still wanting to lose 
weight for physical 

appearances; 
if you tell a smoker to 
stop smoking because 
they will get wrinkles 
they are more likely to 
do so than if you tell 

them they’ll get 
lung cancer.”

Eva’s ‘Businesswoman’ Diet:
“Porridge is always a good start 
to the day, it’s very natural. 
People are eating far too much 
bread for their lunch so lessening 
that would be a good idea. Have 
some cracker bread and vegetable 
soup and a little bit of protein 
as you need your protein when 
you’re losing weight. Then have 
your vegetables and meat for 
your evening meal. Keep it simple 
and basic, cooking from original 
ingredients.”

Eva on Eating Healthy
“Cutting and peeling veg does 
take a little bit of time but at the 
end of the day it pays back; you 
don’t get sick and you’re full of 
energy. I’m often tired after I get 
home but you regain the energy 
and get with it. A good idea is 
to prepare bigger meals at the 
weekend and freeze part of them. 
Ready cut vegetables lose a lot 
of the nutrients when they are 
in touch with oxygen. But a lot 
of veg are quite quick to cut and 
you can do quick stirfrys out  
of them!”

Eva on Plastic Surgery
“I actually wanted to become 
a plastic surgeon, I started 
training for that but then I met 
my husband and things went 
differently so I’m absolutely 
for plastic surgery. Everything 
in moderation again but in my 
family we have very protruding 
ears so I got my ears operated on 
when I was young because I was 
teased at school. I made sure my 
children got them done also. If it 
makes you feel better, if you have 
lost a lot of weight and you have 
skin hanging there, get it done! 
Get it sorted! But make sure you 
aren’t going to put the weight 
back on again”.

Eva on Organic Food
“I’m not that fussy about organic 
foods, sometimes I wonder is it 
actually that organic? I think we 
are exposed to so many toxins 
that I think if I’m already cooking 
at home and I’m avoiding a lot of 
other preserves well then maybe 
my body can cope with a little bit 
more. If I was guaranteed that 
things were organic maybe  
I would buy more of them”.

DR. EVA ORSMOND
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CONTACT DETAILS: 

WEB: 

www.orsmondclinics.com

PHONE: 

01 282 7500 

CLINICS ARE LOCATED IN 

DUBLIN, SLIGO AND GALWAY.


